CLEANERS - ADHESIVES

K&N POWER KLEEN

K&N Air Filter Cleaner is the only cleaner recommended to
clean K&N Air Filter elements. K&N Air Filter Cleaner works
to dissolve dirt build up and old filter oil and can be washed
away with water. It is environmentally friendly and safe on
paint, chrome, cast aluminum, plastic, rubber and vinyl
when used as directed (do not use on polished or anodized
aluminum). Complete instructions on bottle.
12 oz. Squirt Spray....................P/N 05-01944............$15.50
32 oz. Trigger Spray..................P/N 15-06511............$27.85
1 Gallon Refill............................P/N 15-05451............$49.80
5 Gallon Pail..............................P/N 08-07461..........$142.90

AEROCOAT AIRCRAFT POLISH KIT

Not only does Aerocoat dramatically reduce
aircraft cleaning time for pilots and increase
flying speed performance but its glass like finish
ensures maximum asset protection for owners,
restoring old and tired looking paintwork that
cannot be penetrated by the elements. The
hydrophobic technology provides a hard wearing
scratch resistance coat that converts a previously
amorphous surface into a super smooth finish that cannot be penetrated
by the elements. Aerocoat has been tested in the Arizona desert and is
second to none when it comes to UV protection.
P/N 09-05361..........$129.95

WAX AS-U-DRY

After washing your aircraft leave it wet, then spray Wax-As-UDRY on the surface. After the water sheets away, you dry the
surface with a chamois towel. The result is high gloss shine
without spending the afternoon buffing. A one step spray wax
is a blend of water reactive polymers and waxes that are safe
for all painted surfaces, windows, trim & wheels.
P/N 09-00370............$13.50

STRIKE HOLD II
CLEANER/PENETRANT/LUBRICANT

One of the most significant long
term enemies to aviation is
corrosion. Strike Hold is a potent
anti-corrosive and has a dielectric
strength of 38,000+ volts so it
can also be used on electrical
contacts and connections. It
“finds” the small spaces which
allow filiform corrosion to form.
Its capillary action will quickly
encapsulate metals by flowing
against gravity and under
overlapping sheets of metal.
It is a highly penetrating and mobile liquid with CFC’s and is nonflammable by flame projection test as opposed to other liquids containing
butane or propane propellants. The lubricant in Strike Hold doesn’t
harden or become brittle.
It completely seals out water with a shield film. The carrier agent
evaporates (unlike ACF 50) and does not leave a dust collecting film to
re-contaminate a surface. The flash point is in excess of 450°F and the
freezing point is -85°F. This product is heavier than water and does not
damage polymers, rubber or plastics. Strike Hold can be used on virtually
any surface that is susceptible to corrosion and that needs lubrication.
32 oz. Spray Bottle.......................................P/N 09-02594............$27.75
1 gallon bottle...............................................P/N 09-02595............$15.95

AERO WASH WAX MOP KIT WITH BUG
SCRUBBER / MINI MOP HEAD

All you need to get started with the Waterless Wash Wax Mop and Bug Scrubber/
Mini Mop. Kit includes:
• One 15” wide Mop head
• One 5” wide Bug Scrubber/Mini Mop
• Deluxe Mop Pole
• Two (2) Microfiber Mop Pads
• PLUS a pack of four (4) more Microfiber
Mop pads
• Two (2) Bug Scrubber/Mini Mop Pads
• a pack of four (4) Aero Towels
• a gallon of Wash Wax ALL
• a spray bottle
• 16oz Wash Wax ALL (Degreaser)
• 1 Aero Scrubber Pad with Handle Aero
Bag.............................................................P/N 09-05235..........$249.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice - Valid as of June 3, 2022.

STRIKE-HOLD®
BRAND MICROFIBER CLOTH

These high quality 16”x16” Microfiber® Cloths
are machine washable and won’t scratch, mar or
streak surfaces. Features; • lint-free • non-abrasive • machine washable
• eco-friendly “Green” • inexpensive and long-lasting
P/N 09-02043..............$4.45

V & S AIRCRAFT CLEANERS & ADHESIVES
V&S #581 FOAM & FABRIC SPRAY ADHESIVE

V&S 581 Foam & Fabric Spray Adhesive is specially formulated
for bonding flexible urethane or latex foams to themselves or
most other material (wood, metal, paper, corrugated, fabrics,
etc.) Produces bonds with foam-tearing strength.
P/N 09-42650..............$8.80

SUPER TRIM ADHESIVE #1081
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A high temp high strength contact type adhesive. Bonds metal,
foam, decorative laminates, fabrics, headliners. Variable width
spray pattern. Meets Fed. Spec. MMM-A-130B.
P/N 09-42652..............$13.90

LG
V & S DRY SILICONE SPRAY

Exceptionally high quality dry silicone lubricant that stops adhesion
of urethane foam backings, foam rubber and other non-sliding
materials to metal, wood or rubber. Non-staining, will not harm
painted surfaces................................P/N 09-42654..............$8.65

CS

CITRUS CLEANER #609

Can be used safely on many surfaces to remove adhesives,
grease, inks, and residue from various tapes. Environmentally
safe, biodegradable and pleasantly scented.
P/N 09-42656..............$18.95
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AERO-600 AVIONICS CLEANER

The secret formula used in the film and photography industry,
is now available for the aviation community! Eliminate
fingerprints, streaks, dust, dirt, oils, from your avionics, glass
cockpit screens, electronic flight bags, GPS screens, Laptop,
and plasma screens. Aero 600™ tested for well over three
years by professionals in the aviation industry with outstanding
results. It’s designed to have industrial strength; be powerful,
yet mild and gentle to your screens. “We keep a bottle in the
side pocket of our corporate aircraft and have been using it
exclusively to clean our instruments, laptop screens and even
our eyeglasses. It never streaks and helps keep the dust at a
minimum.”Nina Anderson, Hawker pilot. Aero 600™ is also safe
for use on Laptop & TFT LCD screens, LCD, Plasma & Projection TVs
(LCD and Projection screens have a soft membrane in place of glass
which can easily be degraded by harsh chemicals. Plasma screens have
a thin delicate protective coating which also can be damaged.
P/N 09-02040............$14.85

AEROSPACE PROTECTANT

The World’s most effective UV-screening product. AAP leaves
a like-new, non-oily, anti-static finish that does not attract dust.
Protected surfaces not only last much, much longer, but are
easier to maintain. AAP treated surfaces repel soiling and
stains, clean up easier and stay clean longer. 100% prevention
of UV caused slow-fade - Plastics, Plexiglass, Lexan, Door
Seals, Wing and Prop De-icing Boots, Tires, Vinyl & Leather
Interiors.
2 oz................................................P/N 09-02414..............$3.95
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